Manifesto

I, Harshil Misra (18D110004) contesting for Hostel Music Secretary, if elected I shall aim at promoting the Music Culture and improving the quality of it in the Hostel. I will do my best to fulfil my duties, stay approachable to all students and be open to suggestions at all times. I intend to achieve these objectives in the following manner:

Initiatives:

- Will improve the ambience of the music room to make it more attractive and promote music culture in the hostel
- Will get racks or cupboard or at least shelves for systematic storage of instruments/equipments and install guitar hangers
- Will try to organise Food and (Live) Music nights, Karaoke Nights, and other events on the occasion of various festivals and Hostel fests
- Will try to form a group (preferably WhatsApp) for all the Music enthusiasts and collect feedback/suggestions periodically
- Will strive to introduce an “Entry Diary” or maintaining “Issue System” to safeguard the equipments

General Duties:

❖ As a Cultural Secretary:

- Will coordinate with other cult secretaries during events like PAF, prods, Goonj, Freshiezza, Gyration etc
- Prepare a database of all musicians in the Hostel including freshies
- Posters, Facebook posts, mails would be used to inform the hostel inmates of upcoming events
● Keep an inventory of all items in the music room and also ensure new items like bass amplifiers, processor are bought and existing ones are repaired
● To begin the practice for Goonj at least a month before the event

❖ As a Hostel Secretary:

● Will ensure maximum participation and cheer in events like GCs, PAF, crossy etc
● Will maintain a calendar with proper track and schedule of upcoming events and festivals
● Will promote hostel culture in freshies and actively participate in freshiezza and hostel events
● Will organize workshops on random stuff like Bass Guitar, Drums, Music Theory etc
● Will ensure that Festivals like Ganesh Chaturthi, Diwali, Holi, Dussehra, Lohri, Eid etc are celebrated in a grand way
● Extend full support and cooperation to all the council members for all the hostel events

Credentials:

● Organiser at Mood Indigo 2018-19 (Compi)
● Organiser at E-Summit 2018-19
● Organiser at Surbhahaar 2018-19
● Coordinator at Mood Indigo 2019-20
● Participated in Music Arcade 2018-19
● Participated in Band-Making Session 2018-19